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1 How to Secure Data 

When users run a report having user parameters, they have to provide parameter value(s) before report can 

be generated.  Using Intellicus’ Data Restriction feature, you can restrict users to specific data by being able 

to select parameter value(s) from a pre-set (restricted) values only. 

In order to achieve data restriction, you need to follow the following step: 

1. As a super administrator, you can configure a set of parameter values for each user.  The user can 

thus select value(s) from the specified set only. In order to apply data restriction, you need to 

specify that parameter as ‘Forced’ under Navigation > Repository > Report Objects > Parameter. 

2. Next click Data Restriction tab under Navigation > Administration > User / Role > Data Restriction to 

set the values for the users of the selected organization. You can select values from under Available 

Groups/ Values. Apart from these, you can also specify an Additional Value for your report 

parameters. 

Click “Save”. 

3. You can use this parameter passed in a query of Query Object. 

4. Now when the user with the applied data restriction logs in and runs the report using the above 

Query Object, only the restricted set of values would appear on the Input Parameter Form (IPF). 

Let us see this concept with an example: 

Suppose there are two floor managers with respective set of representatives working under them. Data 

Restriction would facilitate each floor manager to view their representatives only. There is also a store 

manager who can view all the representatives. 

1. Let us first create a ‘Forced’ parameter “prm_REP_name” as shown below: 

 

Figure 1: Parameter Object Editor: Forced Parameter 
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2. Apply data restriction on user “Floor Manager” as shown: 

 

Figure 2: Data Restriction on Floor Manager 

 

3. Apply data restriction on user “Floor Manager2” as shown: 

 

Figure 3: Data Restriction on Floor Manager2 
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4. Let us apply data restriction of being able to view all representatives for user “Store Manager” 

 

Figure 4: Data Restriction for Store Manager 

 

5. Next, let us define the parameter “prm_REP_name” in a query of Query Object: 

Figure 5: Query Object Editor to Define Parameter 
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6. Now when the user logs in as ‘Floor Manager’ and runs a report using the above mentioned Query 

Object, only the restricted list of values are shown: 

 

Figure 6: Run Report as Floor Manager 

Similarly, for ‘Floor Manager2’, the restricted list appears as below: 

Figure 7: Run Report as Floor Manager2 

The user ‘Store Manager’ can see the entire representatives list: 

 Figure 8: Run Report as Store Manager 

You can thus restrict users, access to specific data of their interest. 
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